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WE BRING YOU VALUE!



S/S 316L PRODUCTS
TOP CORROSION RESISTANCE

Stainless steel 316 is highly resistant to corrosion, making it ideal for wet environments like bathrooms 
where exposure to water is frequent. 

Chemical Resistance: Stainless steel 316L is highly resistant to a wide range of chemicals, including acids, 
alkalis, and organic compounds. This makes it suitable for use in environments where exposure to vari-
ous chemicals is possible, such as bathrooms where cleaning chemicals may come into contact with the 
faucets.

Resistance to Chloride Attack: Chloride ions, found in common substances like saltwater, can accelerate 
corrosion in metals, especially in coastal areas or swimming pools. Stainless steel 316L’s added molyb-
denum content provides superior resistance to chloride-induced corrosion, ensuring the faucets remain 
intact and functional even in these harsh environments.

This resistance ensures longevity and reduces the risk of rust or degradation.

S/S 316L PRODUCTS
HIGH DURABILITY
Stainless steel 316 is known for its high durability and strength. Faucets made 
from this material can withstand daily use, impacts, and abrasions, maintaining 
their appearance and functionality over time.
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S/S 316L PRODUCTS
TOP CORROSION RESISTANCE*

Stainless steel 316 is highly resistant to corrosion, making it ideal for wet environments like bathrooms where 
exposure to water is frequent. 

Chemical Resistance: Stainless steel 316L is highly resistant to a wide range of chemicals, including acids, alkalis, 
and organic compounds. This makes it suitable for use in environments where exposure to various chemicals is 
possible, such as bathrooms where cleaning chemicals may come into contact with the faucets.

Resistance to Chloride Attack: Chloride ions, found in common substances like saltwater, can accelerate corrosion 
in metals, especially in coastal areas or swimming pools. Stainless steel 316L's added molybdenum content provides 
superior resistance to chloride-induced corrosion, ensuring the faucets remain intact and functional even in these 
harsh environments.

This resistance ensures longevity and reduces the risk of rust or degradation.

* While stainless steel 316L is highly resistant to corrosion, it's not completely immune. Despite its exceptional corrosion resistance properties, 
factors such as extreme environmental conditions, prolonged exposure to aggressive chemicals, or mechanical damage can still potentially lead 
to corrosion over time. However, compared to many other materials, stainless steel 316L offers an outstanding level of corrosion resistance, 
making it an excellent choice for a wide range of applications, including faucets in bathrooms and other wet environments. 
Regular maintenance and proper care can further enhance its longevity and performance.
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Discover the epitome of simplicity with our minimalist design ethos. Crafted to redefine 
elegance, our stainless steel 316L faucets, showers, and hand showers embody the perfect 
fusion of form and function.

Experience the timeless allure of our stainless steel 316L collection. With its sleek lines and 
impeccable finish, every piece seamlessly blends into any contemporary or classic setting, 
adding a touch of sophistication to your space.

Elegance Redefined:
The Essence of Minimalism

Timeless Sophistication: 
Where Style Meets Substance
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Luxuriate in the finest craftsmanship with our stainless steel 316L range. Designed 
for those who appreciate the finer things in life, each product exudes opulence while 

maintaining a minimalist aesthetic that transcends trends.

Elevate your daily routine with the effortless elegance of our stainless steel 316L fixtures. 
From the smooth operation of our faucets to the gentle flow of our showers, every detail is 

meticulously designed for your utmost comfort and convenience.

Pure Luxury: Indulge in Exquisite 
Craftsmanship

Effortless Elegance: Simplicity Redefined
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Experience innovation at its finest with our cutting-edge stainless steel 316L collection. 
Combining sleek design with advanced engineering, each product redefines modern living, 

offering unparalleled performance and style.

Invest in durability with our stainless steel 316L range. Engineered to withstand the test 
of time, each piece is resistant to corrosion and wear, ensuring your investment retains its 

beauty and functionality for years to come.

Innovative Design: Where Beauty Meets 
Innovation

Exceptional Durability: Built to Last a 
Lifetime
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Achieve harmony in design with our stainless steel 316L collection. Whether you're 
renovating a bathroom or upgrading a kitchen, our versatile range seamlessly integrates 
into any space, enhancing its aesthetic appeal with understated elegance.

Embrace sustainability without compromising on luxury. Our stainless steel 316L 
products are not only exquisitely crafted but also environmentally friendly, reflecting our 

commitment to responsible manufacturing practices.

Seamless Integration: Harmony in Design

Sustainable Luxury: Beauty with a 
Conscience
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Our stainless steel 316L collection stands as a testament to durability, thanks to 
its exceptional resistance to corrosion. Engineered to withstand even the harshest 

environments, our products maintain their pristine appearance and functionality, ensuring 
a lasting investment that defies the test of time.

Corrosion Resistance: Defying the 
ElementsElevate your living spaces with our stainless steel 316L products. From the kitchen to the 

bathroom, each piece promises to transform the ordinary into the extraordinary, creating a 
sanctuary of style and luxury in your home.

Elevate Your Space: Transform 
Ordinary into Extraordinary
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Invest in lasting quality with our stainless steel 316L fixtures, designed to outlast 
conventional materials. With a lifespan that surpasses industry standards, our products 

not only enhance the aesthetic appeal of your space but also provide enduring functionality 
for generations to come.

Longevity Redefined: Investment in Lasting 
Quality

Experience unparalleled durability with our stainless steel 316L range, meticulously crafted 
to withstand the rigors of daily use. From the bustling kitchen to the serene bathroom, our 
products retain their structural integrity, offering peace of mind and assurance of longevity 
like no other.

Unmatched Durability: Built to 
Endure
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With our stainless steel 316L range, we offer more than just products; we provide a 
promise of longevity and reliability. Backed by our commitment to quality craftsmanship 
and materials, each purchase comes with the assurance of a lifetime of performance, 
ensuring your complete satisfaction and peace of mind.

Simplify your maintenance routine with our stainless steel 316L collection, engineered for 
easy care and upkeep. Resistant to tarnishing and staining, our products require minimal 

cleaning, allowing you to spend more time enjoying their timeless beauty and less time 
worrying about upkeep.

Lifetime Assurance: Confidence 
in Every Purchase

Simplicity in Maintenance: Effortless 
Care for Timeless Beauty
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3160-30

3160-33

stainless steel 316l faucets

2012 series, compact and sleek design

316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm/ Flexible 
hoses, Neoperl

316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ brass cartridges

3160-52
2012 series, compact and sleek design

316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm

3160-31
2012 series, compact and sleek design

316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm/ Flexible 
hoses, Neoperl

3160-53
2012 series, compact and sleek design

316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm

3160-14
2012 series, compact and sleek design

316l stainless steel body& handle/ 316l stainless 
steel hand held shower/ Neoperl aerator/ Citec 
ceramic cartridge, ø35mm

3160-32 3160-51
2012 series, compact and sleek design

2012 series, compact and sleek design

316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm 

316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm/ Flexible 
hoses, Neoperl/ Four hole concealed embedded 
components

3610-21K
2012 series, compact and sleek design

316l stainless steel body& handle/ 316l stainless 
steel hand held shower/ Wanhai ceramic 
cartridge, ø35mm

3160-12K
2012 series, compact and sleek design

316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec ceramic cartridge, ø35mm

3160-34 3160-35 
stainless steel 316l faucets stainless steel 316l faucets

316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec ceramic cartridge, ø25mm

316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec ceramic cartridge, ø25mm

±
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3160-24K
2012 series, compact and sleek design

316l stainless steel body& handle/ 316l stainless 
steel hand held shower/ 316l stainless steel rain 
shower head, ø300mm/ Citec ceramic cartridge, 
ø35mm

3160-23K
2012 series, compact and sleek design

316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm 

3160-22K
2012 series, compact and sleek design

316l stainless steel body& handle/ 316l stainless 
steel shower column/ 316l rainshower head, 
ø300mm/ 316l hand held shower/ Thermostatic 
cartridge, Vernet

±
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Stainless steel is a highly sustainable material, as it is fully recyclable and requires minimal 
resources to produce. Choosing stainless steel faucets can help reduce your environmental 

footprint while enjoying the benefits of a durable and stylish fixture.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

Stainless steel is non-porous, making it resistant to bacteria, mold, and mildew growth. 
This makes stainless steel faucets easy to clean and maintain, promoting better hygiene 
in the kitchen or bathroom.

Hygienic Properties
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3161-30

3161-33

stainless steel 316l faucets

stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level above counter basin mixer/ 316l 
stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl aerator/ 
Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm/ Flexible hoses, 
Neoperl

Single level 1-function concealed wall-mounted 
shower mixer/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ 
Neoperl aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm

3161-52
stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level pull-out above counter kitchen sink 
mixer/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm/ Flexible 
hoses, Neoperl

3161-21K 3161-21K
stainless steel 316l faucets stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level 1-function concealed wall-mounted 
shower set/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ 
Neoperl aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, 
ø35mm/ 316l stainless steel sliding bar/ 1-F 
handshower

Single level 1-function concealed wall-mounted 
shower set/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ 
Neoperl aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, 
ø35mm/ 316l stainless steel sliding bar/ 1-F rain 
showerhead

3161-31

3161-23

stainless steel 316l faucets

stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level above counter vessel basin mixer/ 
316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm/ Flexible 
hoses, Neoperl

Single level 2-function concealed wall-mounted 
shower mixer/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ 
Neoperl aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm

3161-53
stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level above counter kitchen sink mixer/ 
316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm/ Flexible 
hoses, Neoperl

Single level pull-out above counter kitchen sink 
mixer/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm/ Flexible 
hoses, Neoperl

3161-14
stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level 2-function concealed wall-mounted 
shower set/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ 
Neoperl aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, 
ø35mm/ 316l stainless steel sliding bar/ 1-F 
handshower and rain showerhead

3161-32

3161-51

stainless steel 316l faucets

stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level above counter bidet mixer/ 316l 
stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl aerator/ 
Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm/ Flexible hoses, 
Neoperl

Single level above counter kitchen sink mixer/ 
316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm/ Flexible 
hoses, Neoperl

3610-22K
stainless steel 316l faucets

°
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Stainless steel can withstand extreme temperatures without compromising its structural 
integrity. This makes stainless steel faucets suitable for use with both hot and cold water 
systems, providing reliable performance in any climate.

Temperature Resistance
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3163-30

3163-33

stainless steel 316l faucets

stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level above counter basin mixer/ 316l 
stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl aerator/ 
Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm/ Flexible hoses, 
Neoperl

Single level bidet mixer/ 316l stainless steel 
body& handle/ Neoperl aerator/ Citec Ceremic 
Cartridge, ø25mm/ Flexible hoses, Neoperl

3163-52
stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level pull-out above counter kitchen sink 
mixer/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm/ Flexible 
hoses, Neoperl/ Fast-installation structure

3163-21K
stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level 1-function wall-mounted shower 
set/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm/ 316l 
stainless steel sliding bar/ 1-F handshower

3163-31

3163-23

stainless steel 316l faucets

stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level above counter basin mixer/ 316l 
stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl aerator/ 
Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm/ Flexible hoses, 
Neoperl

Single level concealed wall-mounted basin mixer/ 
316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm

3163-53
stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level 1-function concealed wall-mounted 
shower set/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ 
Neoperl aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, 
ø25mm/ 316l stainless steel sliding bar/ 1-F 
handshower

Single level 2-function concealed wall-mounted 
shower set/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ 
Neoperl aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, 
ø25mm/ 316l stainless steel sliding bar/ 1-F 
handshower and rain showerhead

3163-14
stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level 2-function wall-mounted shower 
set/ 316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm/ 316l 
stainless steel sliding bar/ 1-F handshower

3163-32

3163-51

stainless steel 316l faucets

stainless steel 316l faucets

Single level above counter vessel basin mixer/ 
316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm/ Flexible 
hoses, Neoperl

Single level concealed wall-mounted basin mixer/ 
316l stainless steel body& handle/ Neoperl 
aerator/ Citec Ceremic Cartridge, ø25mm

3610-22K
stainless steel 316l faucets
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3162-31

3162-30

3162-30-PL

3162-30-PL

3162-30-MB

3162-30-MB

3162-30-GD

3162-30-GD

3162-30-GB

3162-30-GB

316l stainless steel body& handle

Neoperl aerator

Sedal Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm

Flexible hoses, Neoperl

316l stainless steel body& handle

Neoperl aerator

Sedal Ceremic Cartridge, ø35mm

Flexible hoses, Neoperl

Package Size: 62x40x31cm, 10sets/ctn

Package Size: 62x40x31cm, 10sets/ctn

Stainless steel is non-porous, making it resistant to bacteria, mold, and mildew growth. This 
makes stainless steel faucets easy to clean and maintain, promoting better hygiene in the 
kitchen or bathroom.

Hygienic Properties
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YS78687 YS78679 YS78682 YS78672 YS78678 YS78681
stainless steel 316l outdoor shower column stainless steel 316l outdoor shower column stainless steel 316l outdoor shower column stainless steel 316l outdoor shower column stainless steel 316l outdoor shower column stainless steel 316l outdoor shower column

2-piece 316l outdoor shower column, floor 
mounted,  ø50x2355x650mm, 316l stainless 
steel body& handle, 316l stainless steel hand held 
shower and rain shower head

2-piece 316l outdoor shower column, wall 
mounted,  ø60x1830x400mm, 316l stainless 
steel body& handle, 316l stainless steel hand held 
shower and rain shower head

2-piece 316l outdoor shower column, wall 
mounted,  ø60x1280x425mm, 316l stainless steel 
body& handle, 316l stainless steel hand held 
shower and rain shower head

1-piece 316l outdoor shower column, wall 
mounted,  ø60x2300x420mm, 316l stainless 
steel body& handle, 316l stainless steel hand held 
shower and rain shower head

1-piece 316l outdoor shower column, wall 
mounted,  ø60x2100x420mm, 316l stainless steel 
body& handle, 316l stainless steel hand held 
shower and rain shower head

2-piece 316l outdoor shower column, wall 
mounted,  ø60x1790x420mm, 316l stainless steel 
body& handle, 316l stainless steel hand held 
shower and rain shower head
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Stainless steel 316L bathroom sinks offer several stylish advantages:

Modern Aesthetic: Stainless steel sinks have a sleek, contemporary appearance that complements 
various bathroom designs, from minimalist to industrial-chic.

Versatility: They are available in various shapes, sizes, and configurations, allowing you to choose 
the one that best fits your bathroom layout and style preferences.

Durability: Stainless steel 316L is known for its exceptional durability, resisting corrosion, stains, 
and rust. This ensures that your sink maintains its stylish look for years to come.

Easy Maintenance: These sinks are effortless to clean and maintain, requiring only regular wiping 
with a mild soap solution and water. Their smooth surface prevents the buildup of grime and 
bacteria, contributing to a hygienic environment.

Compatibility: Stainless steel sinks blend well with different countertop materials and bathroom 
fixtures, offering seamless integration into your overall decor scheme.

Timeless Appeal: The timeless elegance of stainless steel ensures that your bathroom sink remains 
stylish regardless of changing design trends, making it a long-term investment in your home's 
aesthetic appeal.

Stainless steel 316L bathroom sinks combine style with functionality, making them a popular 
choice for modern bathrooms seeking a balance between aesthetics and practicality.

STAINLESS STEEL 316L BATHROOM ABOVE 
COUNTER SINK
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YS28003

Above counter bathroom sink, stainless 

steel 316l, ø390x127mm, thickness 30mm

Package Size: 44x44x16cm, 1set/ctn 

YS28002

Above counter bathroom sink, stainless 

steel 316l, Ø400x127mm, thickness 30mm

Package Size: 44x44x16cm, 1set/ctn 

Ø360mm

Ø390mm

12
7m

m

YS28001

YS28001-BG YS28002-BG

YS28003-BG

YS28001-PL YS28002-PL

YS28003-PL

YS28001-MB YS28002-MB

YS28003-MB

YS28001-GB YS28002-GB

YS28003-GB

Above counter bathroom sink, stainless steel 

316l, ø400x127mm, thickness 3mm

Package Size: 44x44x16cm, 1set/ctn 

Ø400mm

12
7m

m

3mm
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Sleek Appearance: The smooth and polished finish of stainless steel lends a modern and 

sophisticated look to floor drains, enhancing the overall aesthetic appeal of the space.

Minimalistic Design: Stainless steel floor drains often feature minimalist designs with clean lines, 

making them visually unobtrusive while still adding a touch of elegance to the floor area.

Versatility: They are available in various sizes, shapes, and configurations to suit different floor 

types and design preferences. Whether you prefer square, round, or linear designs, stainless steel 

floor drains can complement any style.

Durability: Stainless steel 316L is renowned for its durability and resistance to corrosion, ensuring 

that floor drains maintain their stylish appearance even in high-moisture environments such as 

bathrooms, kitchens, or outdoor spaces.

Hygienic Properties: Stainless steel is inherently hygienic, as it is non-porous and easy to clean. This 

makes stainless steel floor drains an ideal choice for spaces where cleanliness is paramount, such 

as bathrooms, food processing areas, or healthcare facilities.

Longevity: Stainless steel floor drains are built to last, offering long-term performance without the 

need for frequent replacements. Their robust construction ensures that they maintain their stylish 

appearance even with regular use.

stainless steel 316L floor drains combine style, durability, and functionality, making them a 
preferred choice for discerning homeowners and designers looking to enhance the aesthetic 
appeal of their spaces while ensuring optimal drainage performance.

STAINLESS STEEL 316L BATHROOM FLOOR 
DRAIN

FLO
O

R
 D

R
AIN

FLOOR DRAIN
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YS07001-400/600/800/900

YS07002-400/600/800/900

YS07003-300/500/600/700

YS07004-600

YS07005

Liner floor drainer

316l stainless steel body

length: 400/600/800/900mm

Liner floor drainer

316l stainless steel body

length: 400/600/800/900mm

Liner floor drainer

316l stainless steel body

length: 300/500/600/700mm

Liner floor drainer

316l stainless steel body

length: 600mm

Floor drainer

316l stainless steel body

100x100mm

Package Size: 
400mm: 46x64x31.5cm, 15 Sets/ctn
600mm: 60x63.5x22cm, 10 Sets/ctn 
800mm: 86x63.5x22cm, 10 Sets/ctn 
900mm: 96x63.5x22cm, 10 Sets/ctn 
 

Package Size: 
400mm: 46x64x31.5cm, 15 Sets/ctn
600mm: 60x63.5x22cm, 10 Sets/ctn 
800mm: 86x63.5x22cm, 10 Sets/ctn 
900mm: 96x63.5x22cm, 10 Sets/ctn 
 

Package Size: 
300mm: 56.5x33.5x27.5cm, 20 Sets/ctn
500mm: 57.5x53.5x21.5cm, 15 Sets/ctn 
600mm: 64x57.5x21.5cm, 15 Sets/ctn 
700mm: 73x42x18cm, 10 Sets/ctn 
 

Package Size: 
600mm: 66x63.5x22cm, 10 Sets/ctn

Package Size:
55.5x23x21cm, 25 Sets/ctn 

YS07006

YS07007

Liner floor drainer

316l stainless steel body

length: 600mm

Liner floor drainer

316l stainless steel body

length: 600mm

Package Size: 43.5x35.5x31cm, 20 Sets/ctn 

Package Size: 55.5x23x21cm, 25 Sets/ctn
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